
9/23/13 (1) 2:05 Doctor from the Future Intro
Anniversary of Dr. Carolyn Dean Health Show

5:37 Going back to June Archives of Live with Dr. Carolyn Dean
Health Call about Esoteric Practitioners Conference
in Madison, WI, hosted by Dr. Jim Walters

Results from Health Freedom Expo
Professional endorsements for RNA Drops Video
Follow-Ups?

6;55 Practitioners haven't caught up with the new advancement

Townsend Newsletter for practitioners - inflammation article
Acute inflammation is defect in body's repair mechanism
Chronic inflammation is accumulated repair defect
They are saying these defects are a lack of dozens of 
supplements. 
They are afraid they might have a deficiency in all sorts of
vitamins and minerals. 
Experts are not talking about cell absorption.

Experts are not looking at yeast overgrowth, too much
calcium, both of which will cause inflammation

12:43
14:02 Force women to take calcium.

Studies are showing side effects now.
Giving the body a taste of what it requires in micro amounts
that the body needs. 
Absorption must factor into the picture.

17:45 Education piece for practitioners
Alternative medicine field is propelled by marketing.
Lots of herbs and nutrients are high in magnesium.
Rather than paying a huge amount for these products, falling
into line with the pattern of drug companies, you can just

Less than feeling marketing.
Get back to the basics.
Do the basics and the genes will take care of themselves.
With RNA Drops you can create perfect cells and work with your
genes in a way that has never been done before.

26:12
Point of view - less rather than more
Alkalinity vs. acidity
Body is more acidic with formulas.

The non perfect cells break down and become trash.

Zyto Machines

of the Completement Products.

Picometer size is what your cells will absorb.

That's why Completement Formulas work so well because
of the bioavailability.
iON and complete formulas

Cell mineral ion channels are picometer in cell.

get absorbable magnesium.

Alternative doctor with Zytoscan.

ReAline helps take out the trash when you make perfect cells.



In this transition, the detoxification may show as acidic.
You can cut back on the RNA Drops.
Transient acidity is part of the process of detoxifying.
Sea salt in water. If that doesn't work, baking soda.
If you don't have an acidic stomach, your digestion will be off

My philosophy is to give the body the building blocks.
Alternative doctors make ends meet by selling products.
This is because they spend so much time with patients and
have so much staff to explain protocols and answer questions.
Alternative medicine has become way too expensive.

products? No.
Oxygenate my blood with hydrogen peroxide drops to
improve immune system.

bodies are adapting more to hydrogen.
Bodies are adapting to changing environment.

47:07 Have had products for the week.
Have flu symptoms and high pain levels.
Worth taking regular magnesium while I wait?
Yes, that's fine. Space them out during the day.
Any magnesium is better than no magnesium.
Get your mind off the less than of having no products.
Discussion about  old beliefs and patterns vs. after Drops
Don't say words about what happened in the past; it's not
going to happen now.
Coping with stress and how that's improved for me.
Gratitude List
2012rnaradio.com

if you try to alkalyze.
ReAline plus magnesium are precursors and co-factors for
glutathione.

Weaning off other products, will it effect the completement

iON says the need for oxygen is going to go down, and our

With the Completement Formulas our bodies will adapt.
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